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NOTICE
With October, we return to our usual meeting day, the
second Thursday of the month. Mr. Robert Pearce will be addressing
the group on October 12 concerning the recent Lawson site excavations,
which are part of a multi-year program being run by the Museum of
Indian Archaeology here in London. Valuable information concerning
the life-style of the local prehistoric Neutral population is being
gathered and utilized in their ongoing program of public education.
Meeting time is 8:00 P.M. and the location is Rm. 128
of Somerville House, University of Western Ontario.

EXECUTIVE REPORT

On October 4, the executive met in Ayr to review the success of
our recent Lake Huron bus tour. Thanks to the generous spirit of the
participants, this year's tour can be counted both a social and a
financial success. A brief resume is provided below.
Other topics of discussion included additional speakers for
the winter agenda and the upcoming Chapter executive elections.
Charles Nixon even broached the subject of the Chapter Christmas
party. It has been suggested that we hold the party following our
December general meeting, perhaps on December 8. Finally, in
preparation for the January election of executive officers, Charles
Nixon will attempt to organize a nomination committee at the
October 12 meeting.
SOCIAL REPORT

This year's archaeological tour left London 20 minutes late
on Friday, September 15, but some skillful driving brought us to the
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Dearborn Holiday Inn on time. In fact, we were just in time to wash
down the televised heavyweight boxing title match with a variety of
carbonated beverages. Others decided to disco down and check out the
show at the Inn and elsewhere along the Michigan Avenue strip.
After some searching, we arrived at the Museum of Anthropology,
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor at 10:15 A.M. The group was given
complete access to the archaeological collections, which were astounding
in their variety and quality. Greenman's Killarney Bay I material was
particularly impressive and there was much more, including collections
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from Southwestern Ontario. Many members toured the public displays and found
them to be both interesting and informative. By 12:15 we had rounded up the
last of our group from the collections room (mentioning no names).
The 2:00 P.M. lunch in Frankenmeuth was a success, as we enjoyed
the Bavarian atmosphere of the town and the wide range of German foods
offered in their restaurants.

Despite some determined driving, we arrived

in Mackinaw City an hour late at 7:30 P.M.; however, the crew quickly made
up for lost time.
At Fort Michilimackinac park on a sunny Sunday morning, we were
met by a staff interpreter who kindly provided an orientation talk. We
spent two hours viewing the fort - its reconstructed buildings, its
archaeological displays, its interpretive A-V program, and even its
ongoing archaeological excavation. This has to be one of the most
sensible and impressive historical reconstructions in the Northeast.
Some of our number even found time to tour the adjacent marine museum.
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On the way to Sault Ste, Marie, we made what has become a
traditional unscheduled stop on our tours, as Charles Garrad introduced
us to the St. Ignace mission site. Yes, the Wyandots were here too!
We arrived in Sault Ste. Marie for lunch shortly after noon
and then proceeded to the Agawa Pictograph site on Lake Superior under
sunny skies. Thor Conway, Northeastern Regional Archaeologist for the
Ministry of Culture and Recreation, provided a running commentary on
the prehistory of the eastern Superior shore, as we all took in the
spectacular fall scenery along the Trans-Canada Highway. At Agawa,
conditions could not have been better for viewing one of the major rock
art sites in the Canadian Shield. Lake Superior was surprisingly calm

as Thor described and interpreted the variety of symbols painted in
red ochre across the rock face.
From Agawa, we returned to Sault Ste. Marie, where Thor provided
a quick tour of the fur trade period Ermatinger House before we settled
in at the Ramada Inn for the evening.
Early Monday morning we were off to Fort St. Joseph under overcast
skies. The group toured the new interpretive facilities and were given a
slide show documenting the 1978 excavation program.

Next, we walked to

the site itself in a light drizzle and whipped by cold southeasterly
winds. It was easy to understand why the fort had been such an unpopular
posting among nineteenth century British military personnel.
Proceeding easterly and then south, we arrived at Sheguiandah
with only 10 minutes to view the site due to the Manitoulin ferry schedule.
This would have been very unfortunate under good weather conditions, but
the rain and wet vegetation made life uncomfortable for the small group
who did decide to brave the hill top jaunt. On the hill top we were
t
confronted by the truly astounding volume of quartzite quarrying debris
left by the Palaeo-Indian and Archaic craftsmen who had occupied the
site. Thor once more provided the commentary before leaving our tour
to return to the Soo.
Once again, expert driving kept us on schedule as we arrived
in South Baymouth in time to relax before the ferry trip. The crossing
to Tobermory was pleasant despite grey skies, and many members took
advantage of the excellent view provided from the lounge. We arrived
back in London at 9:30 P.M.

Thanks again to the members and friends who supported the tour,
and by their presence made it such a pleasure and success!
CARL
74

SUZANNE
101

PETER
93

PAUL
84

BILL
62

(Eat your heart out Suzanne!)

PUBLIC EXCAVATIONS AT THE LPWSON SITE - 1978
ROBERT PEARCE

This past summer, 11 University of Western Ontario students under
the direction of Bob Pearce (Museum of Indian Archaeology) undertook
excavations at the Lawson prehistoric Neutral village. The project,
funded by a Young Canada Works grant, was unique in that the public were
invited to view the excavations in progress. Over 1200 people visited
the site during July and August.
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The 1978 excavations at this 2 hectare (5 acre) site, occupied
circa A.D. 1500, resulted in the complete exposure of two longhouses
(15.3m X 6m and 10m X 5m) and numerous rows of palisade. Examination
of the palisade indicates that the village underwent an expansion from
an original size of 1.6 hectares (4 acres) to a final size of 2 hectares
(5 acres).
A cross-section dug through the double row of earthworks revealed
that two rows of palisade posts had been driven through the original sod
layer in each of the two rows of earthworks, and that soil from either
side was then heaped up to form the actual earthwork mound.

Another area of excavation revealed the method of construction
of the palisade which originally surrounded the initial 1.6 hectare
village. A ditch, measuring one metre wide and up to 75 cm deep, was
deliberately hollowed out, and two rows of palisade posts were inserted
into the bottom and side of the ditch. The ditch was then backfilled
with a layer of refuse, a layer of mottled topsoil and subsoil, another
layer of refuse, and finally another layer of mottled topsoil and
subsoil. This construction technique may have been associated with the
erection of an earthwork.
To aid in the interpretation of the site to the public, a ten
metre long section of a four row palisade at the north end of the site
was reconstructed (by hollowing out the excavated post moulds and
inserting 5 to 6 metre high maple saplings). In addition, the two
excavated longhouses were delineated with small green stakes.
Plans are currently underway to return to Lawson next summer
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to continue the excavations and to reconstruct one of the longhouses.
A mobile gallery will be placed on the site to house a display
of artifacts excavated during 1978.

MUSEUM NOTES

The Museum of Indian Archaeology is developing an exhibit
gallery in Room 128, Somerville House, on the University of Western
Ontario campus. The doors opened to the public March 31, 1978 with
temporary exhibits on the history of the museum, and the rescue
archaeology project at the Draper Site. Since then, the first

permanent exhibit has been installed. It is a time chart introducing
the different cultures that span the 9,000 year prehistory of
Southwestern Ontario.
Two travelling exhibitions Ontario Prehistory from the National
Museum of Man, and Many Happy Returns, from the National Film Board,
have been mounted in the gallery. The museum has also displayed at
the Western Fair, at Eatons, Wellington Mall; and presently has an
exhibit images in stone: sirdstones, and a temporary display on the
Lawson prehistoric Neutral village. Our corner shop is slowly
expanding its stock, and the gallery is open Tuesday, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday noon to 6 P.M. and Wednesday noon to 9 P.M.
Admission is free. Tours can be booked by calling 679-2118 during
gallery hours. Further information can be had by calling 679-3445
or 679-6470.
LESLEY MOORE,
CURATOR.

ONTARIO ARCHAEOLOGICAL QUIZ
Due to a case of premarital jitters, the famous Finlander has
been unable to produce, a quiz for this month. This may not be considered
a set-back when the answer to Quiz VIII is read, and I quote: Help, I'm
held captive at fifty five Centre Street
CALL FOR NOTES AND NEWS

(Words, fail me).
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Once again we are requesting that members send along any information
which they feel would be of interest to our readers.

Please send any short

research papers, editorial comments, etc. to the KEWA Editor, 55 Centre Street,
London, Ontario N6J 1T4.
We look forward to hearing from you!
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